Theorem.
Let X= }xi, x2, • • • , x"} be a semilattice with A as product and partially ordered such that a¿b if and only if a/\b=a. Given functions /¿(x), x^x.-(x), * = 1, 2, • • • , n, with values in a commutative ring with unit, the following equality holds :
where p is the Mobius function of X.
Let /<(%)="signp(X}, x,) = l or -1 for p(x¡, x,)^0 or <0 resp., then we get as a corollary Corollary. 2. We first prove a lemma.
Lemma. Let X be a finite-semilattice and a, &GX such that b^a. Then for a function /(x), x^a/\b, with values in a commutative ring with unit, we get S= I/(ïAaV(ï,i) =0. The restriction x ^ è is omitted, since ¿t(x, ¿3) =0 for x^&.
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Proof of the Theorem. Permute indices for the elements in X such that Xi<Xj only if i<j. The value of the determinant is not changed when rows and columns are permuted in the same way. The matrix M=(n(xit Xj))"J.1 is now triangular with 0's below the main diagonal and l's on it. Hence det ikT = l. Define the matrix N = (fi(XiAx¡))lJ.1. It follows from the lemma that the product NM is triangular with all elements 0 above the main diagonal. We find 
